Abstract. Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension, and let s 0 = 1 be a complex number. We present two new criteria for the Artin L-functions to be holomorphic at s 0 .
. . = k r = 0. This implies that Ar is a free semigroup on the generators f 1 , . . . , f r . For f, g ∈ Ar we write f | g if there exists h ∈ Ar such that g = f h. For s 0 ∈ C, s 0 = 1, let Hol (s 0 ) be the subsemigroup of Ar consisting of the L-functions which are holomorphic at s 0 . Artin has conjectured ( [1] ) that every L-function is holomophic at s 0 , that is Hol (s 0 ) = Ar.
I have proved in [2] , Theorem 1, that Hol (s 0 ) is a finitely generated semigroup. The only invertible element in Hol (s 0 ) is the identity. Every element of Hol (s 0 ) is a product of irreducible elements. The set of irreducible elements , denoted by Hilb(Hol (s 0 )) (the Hilbert basis of Hol (s 0 )), is finite. By Brauer's induction theorem of characters and by class field theory, every element of Ar is a quotient of two elements of Hol (s 0 ). This implies that the group generated by Hol (s 0 ) is the free abelian group {f The following assertions are equivalent: i) Artin's conjecture is true: Hol (s 0 ) = Ar.
ii) The number of elements in Hilb(Hol (s 0 )) is r, and i∈I f i ∈ Hol (s 0 ) for every subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , r} with r − 1 elements.
Here I prove more: Proof. For a meromorphic function f we denote by ordf the order of f at s 0 . i)⇒ii): If Hol (s 0 ) = Ar then Hol (s 0 ) is factorial with the set of irreducibles {f 1 , . . . , f r }. For k, l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, k = l and f := f k we have f k | f and f l ∤ f . ii)⇒i): If Artin's conjecture is not true then there exists l ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that ordf l < 0. The Dedekind zeta function of K has the decomposition
and is holomorphic at s 0 , so there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that ordf k > 0. It holds that f k | f and f l ∤ f .
